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It’s Rally AND Off-Road
Month!

Photo courtesty of Michael Ford - RacerViews

What’s in this month’s edition?
•

Loads of great stories!
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PRESIDENTS REPORT SEPTEMBER 2017
August has come and gone and with it the last days of winter. On the BSCC front the
month was quiet but of course many club members assisted or competed at the Globe
Roamer Rally at Imbil. Congratulations to GCTMC for pulling the event together and to
Ryan Smart for showing the full potential of the Stanza ahead of a full assault at the Alpine
Rally in December. Fingers crossed for a Queensland victory! So now with Spring upon
us and a renewed spring in our step, September starts a couple of busy months for BSCC
hosting a series of events across several disciplines.
Of course, on September 16 we all reassemble at Benarkin school for the running of the
third edition of the P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally, which is QRC5 this year. The event has
been overhauled from top to bottom and as reported elsewhere in this magazine, some
major initiatives have been undertaken to find the best roads available and to present
the best roadbook possible. The QRC competition is still wide open at the top and with
some competitors suffering some recent misfortunes, we could see some people back
on a mission to regain the top spots. As always, we need help from our dedicated
officials so please if you are available register to assist on the day through the BSCC
website.
Hot on the heels of Benarkin we also have the Lockyer Enduro Off-Road being run over
the weekend of September 30-October 1 at Thornton. Thanks to the support of German
Autos for sponsoring the event again. Thornton for the uninitiated is just outside of Laidley
in the picturesque Lockyer Valley. I have been to a couple of the recent events and
these guys and their machines are truly awesome. We rally guys worry about denting
the car or not jumping too high. To them with the power and equipment they have it just
represents more of a challenge. A roll-over is not the end of the world, it is just time to
get out the big hammers and straighten enough to get back out. Well worth a look and
usually a great weekend so please come along and help or spectate if you can. While
you are there buy one of the succulent steak burgers BSCC will be doing over the
weekend and support the club and local community.
Rounding out the BSCC 2017 rally calendar will be
the final KCF Short Course Challenge for 2017. This
will be run out at Imbil and Clerk of Course Paul
Woodward has gone out and found different
roads to those used in August so it will be a new
challenge. Of course, the major feature of these
events is the opportunity to recce beforehand
and run on pace notes. Given the longer daylight
hours on offer in October, there will be two passes of recce followed by 3 competitive
outings. Ryan Smart and John McCarthy are again supplying safety notes to assist less
experienced competitors with developing this important skill. Reactions from the last
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Glastonbury event where this was trialled were very favourable so hoping to build on this
success.
Of course, the core of what we do as a club revolves around
organising events. If we stop running events then what are we
here for? But at recent board meeting’s, much discussion was
had about the how to support these activities in terms of
equipment and the essential ingredient of high quality,
dedicated officials. Our Queensland volunteers are second
to none and underpin events across Queensland and Northern
NSW and occasionally further afield. But many hands make
light work and helping make that work as hassle free as
possible is becoming a topic for many more discussions.
On the equipment side, with the club emerging ever so slightly from the dark shadow of
serious financial issues, we are looking to invest in what makes rallies work. The first most
obvious sign is the new GPS synched start clocks. These have been rolled out now, and
while we are still working to resolve some issues with our club radios at some random
locations, they are a brilliant initiative. They have revolutionised the start procedure at
events, no more 5-4-3-2-1 finger gymnastics. Now the starter gives you the time and
stands back at a safe distance and lets the crew plan their take-off while they act as
judge of fact. Huge thanks is owed by all of us to John Coleman for his time and effort
in sourcing and developing these devices. But we have to manage these resources for
longevity. So elsewhere in this magazine you will see I am appealing especially to
competitors out there who directly benefit from these initiatives to ‘Drop your clocks,

and grab your wallets’.

We need some help to provide tough cases to make life

easier on our officials who have to transport and operate this gear, and to preserve the
gear for years to come.
The other obvious problem we have is that our TAG flying finish clocks are now breaking
down steadily and we no longer have the technical support to repair them readily. We
are evaluating two alternatives but the board has set a clear direction to replace them.
Which will cost BSCC some thousands of dollars and consume an amount of our available
reserves, but it is essential spending and exactly what we have been carefully managing
for several years to be able to achieve.
When we call for help on sausage sizzles for example, this now is exactly where the money
is going. So, give it a thought and come along to help. The sausages are succulent and
the tall tales being told are always entertaining.
I do not think this month can pass without special mention of the enormous efforts of club
stalwart, Craig Porter. He has been behind cleaning out and reorganising the club store.
It is now looking very schmick and organised.
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With new essential signage updated and
replaced.
Plus years of accumulated
detritus has been sent to the tip. Craig is
about to undergo surgery for a shoulder
injury he has sustained so we wish him the
best.

To round out the year,
we are still planning to
hold another strategic
planning session in
November when you
can have your say, plus
of course the now
famous
BSCC
Christmas Party returns
on December 2 once
again at Willowbank.
Same format as last
year, bring your car,
meet with fellow club members. Learn and share and have a great meal and share
some good times.
Our calendar for 2018 is still in the throes of being finalised with various agencies. Basic
plan is still to hold 3 short course pace note events, 3 QRC events and associated
activities. We’ll get an early start next year on club nights. You can see elsewhere in this
magazine we have managed to pin down legendary Queensland and Australian
Motorsport identity Murray Coote and also his son Josh who has been setting tracks on
fire himself lately to discuss another essential skill, suspension set up. After Christmas –
New Year festivities mark your calendar for a January wakeup and come along.

Peter Flynn
pflynnaus@gmail.com
0423 204849
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By Ben Crisp
As some of you might've read in the last club magazine, KCF Glastonbury was my first
proper rally event...but it has been a long time coming.
I grew up on a farm in the southern midlands of Tasmania and started driving in the mid
70's at about the age of five like most farm kids do. Initially Dad's paddocks got a workout
but then I progressed onto the shire gravel roads...underage and unlicensed.
I didn't catch the rallying bug until 1996. I had not long returned to Tassie to study
mechanical engineering after eight years of jackarooing and agricultural college on the
"mainland" plus a year of backpacking around the U.K. and USA when my Dad mentioned
that there was a car rally being held soon. It was Targa Tasmania and one of the stages
(Colebrook) happened to run on the sealed road that ran alongside our farm.
Not long after Targa had finished, a competitor friend of my parents (who was the Subaru
dealer in Hobart) came for dinner in a weird looking Subaru called an Impreza WRX...I
had never seen one before. I was sceptical as the only Subaru I was familiar with was
the Brumby!!! He had "borrowed" a limited edition WRX Rallye (released by Subaru
Australia to commemorate Colin's WRC championship the year before) off the showroom
floor for the weekend. He told me to jump in and we took off to do the Colebrook stage
"before Mum put dinner on the table". I couldn't believe the acceleration, grip and
handling of this thing. After nearly a decade of
driving Holden V8 and Brumby B&S utes I was
hooked!!! Back then Subaru’s weren't allowed
to compete in Targa but my driver (who also was
Tasmanian Rally Champion in his younger
days) reckoned he could get into the top 5 in a
WRX if they were.
Later that same year I was at Salamanca
markets in Hobart and saw (and heard) many
brightly coloured cars. I walked over to see
Ben in action at Glastonbury
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what all the fuss was about and witnessed a scene that was to shape the rest of life...a
blue and yellow rally car driving over the start ramp of Tasmania's round of the ARC. It
was of course, the late (great) Possum Bourne in his ex-Prodrive 555 Group A Impreza
and what a sound it made…it was love at first sight! As luck would have it I bumped into
my cousin who worked for Subaru Australia in Sydney. He mentioned that he was going
out to watch the rally (in a WRX of course) and would I like to come...HELL YES!!! From
that day on it was all about rally for me. I couldn't wait for each edition of RallySport
Magazine to arrive at my local newsagency and promised to myself that one day I would
have a car like Colin and Possum...somehow.
A year later, while working in Victoria, I saw a used Subaru Impreza WRX Rallye
advertised for sale in Melbourne...I had to have it. After a few years in Victoria (attending
Rally of Melbourne every year of course) I was lured to the warmer climes of
Queensland...in my trusty blue WRX.
I soon joined the WRX Club and attended the Rally of Queensland every year. After a
few years I let my club membership lapse as I found that I just didn't have time for it (four
young children will do that) but I never lost my enthusiasm for rallying.
In the mid-2000's I left my engineering job and thought I would try a sales career...with
Subaru of course. This is where I met a fellow rally enthusiast who has been very good
to me over the years...Margot Knowles. Many a quiet arvo were spent discussing rallying
and rally cars.
After four years of car sales, engineering soon lured me back thanks to the mining boom.
A good friend of mine had just bought into a fledgling engineering company and was
looking for design staff to help it grow. Working for a manufacturing company plus having
an engineering background enabled me to start thinking about building my own rally car.
I bought a Mk2 Escort RS1800 replica shell with a view to that becoming my first rally car
(the WRX was still needed as my daily driver) but an unexpected change in my home life
a few years later created an opportunity for me to take the WRX off the road and finally
realise the dream I had 20 years ago back in Tassie...I could build my own 555 Group A
Impreza.
So here it is. Yes, it's a replica but I have tried to make it as close as possible within a
limited budget. There are a few items on the car that I have collected over the years that
are genuine Group A Prodrive parts (e.g. roof vents, gear knob and the carbon fibre
handbrake) or are very good replica items (e.g. light pods and mirrors). I'm always on
the lookout for more so don't hesitate to contact me if you know of any other parts sitting
in sheds. Also, in my opinion, no replica looks quite right without period-correct rims and
after a worldwide search I finally found some 8-spoke Speedlines. They are the genuine
"Made in Italy" items but don't have the crazy 5mm offset that the factory cars ran to clear
the AP Racing brakes.
Special mentions must go to my partner, Jess, who jokes that I have spent every second
weekend with my "other woman" for the past 18mths. To my mate (and boss) Danny,
for allowing me to use the facilities at work to build my dream car. Also, Justin Northage
who was brave enough to jump in the co-driver’s seat for my very first rally.
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If anyone is interested in following my rallying exploits, look up "Prodraw 555 Rally Team"
on Facebook.
Come and say “g’day” at Benarkin!!!
Cheers
Ben
Footnote: the WRX Rallye is the rarest of all WRX's in Australia, only 121 were released.
They're even rarer than the 2-door STi (399)...albeit not as desirable. They were the first
WRX to have the "rally-style" seats (earlier WRX's only had GX Impreza seats due to
Subaru Australia thinking that big Aussies wouldn't fit in the tightly bolstered seats). It
also came with a leather Momo steering wheel and of course the obligatory gold wheels
(5-spoke) and Prodrive blue paintwork all for a bargain price (not) of $46,990 plus onroad costs...close to $50k drive-away in 1996!!!

Ben’s beautifully
prepared WRX.
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As part of the recent SR Automotive Manumbar Rally we received two Hot Lap
rides with Shell V-Power Racing as giveaways/prizes for the event.
We chose to do a draw of competitors and officials and the lucky winners were –
Morgan Douglas (Competitor) and Brigitte Kabel (Official).
The biggest bonus of all came after we notified Shell V Power the winners names
– and the prize was for each person PLUS a guest.
Here’s some photos of Brigitte and Tony (her lucky Dad) taking their rides at
Willowbank.

With those wide eyes – I’d
say this is the “after ride”
photo!
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The “Before”
shot!
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FOR CLOCKS SAKE, WE NEED YOUR HELP
By now many of you will have seen the
new time control and start clocks.
Thanks to the hard work and dedication
of John Coleman who developed and
sourced these for the club we are able
to offer a greatly improved rally
experience.
Feedback
from
competitors has been very positive, and
I can say from experience that starts are
now so much easier. No more being caught by surprise with 5 seconds to
go. Now everyone can see what is happening.
The club has a program of equipment replacement in place. But we have
to look after this gear to get the years of service out of it that we need. If
we break it, we can’t afford to continually replace it.
We have designed and built
a prototype of a tough case
to transport these clocks in
foam lined comfort with a
place for the tripods, leads,
instructions and remotes.
Less chance of damage or
loss of hard to replace gear.
But they don’t come for free
and so we are asking club
members, especially
competitors to………………...
…..PUT YOUR MONEY WHERE THE CLOCK IS.
For the sum of $200 we can buy and build a new clock box. We need 5
more all up. We will happily name your box with your team name and add
your team logo etc. With these boxes, we can all enjoy hassle free starts
for years to come……
Please contact BSCC at bscc@ozemail.com.au if you are able to help.
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My experiences on the
By Barry Neuendorff
The experiences I enjoyed, fulfilled some of the things I have always wanted to do ; and
was lucky enough to be with a close friend of mine, Jim Reddiex. I was delighted when
Jim came and asked if I would like to go with him to Alice Springs and do the duty of Fast
Sweep on the COT.
Nonetheless, I jumped at the offer without thinking what was
already on my calendar but, however a little shuffling had to take place and we were
able to take Ellie with us as far as Barcaldine, where she stayed with her sister until our
arrival back home.
On Thursday 9th June 2016 at 09:00hrs we loaded up Jim’s 4WD with our luggage and
headed off from Albany Creek. Day one was a short run to Roma where we stayed the
night and headed off the next morning for Barky arriving mid-afternoon.
Jim, Ellie and I left Barky for Mount Arthur on Saturday Morning 11th to visit Bob Carpenter
at the property he is managing called “Mount Arthur” and then returned to Barky for the
night and enjoyed a tasty dinner at one of the Barky’s motel restaurants.
08:00hrs Sunday the 12th our trip began proper, leaving Barky for Boulia via Longreach
and lucky we did as the rain on the 14th closed the highway to Longreach which hindered
Bob and Peter Millear getting to Alice. I found the small town of Boulia quite nice and
especially got a thrill to see my brother’s name as a founding member on the golf clubs
President and Officials Board. The motel was very comfortable and I personally had a
great sleep, but not so good for Jim, as I found him flat on his back on the floor, to which
I found out as days went by was quite common. This weird behaviour, I find out is soothing
for his crook back, however it wasn’t too soothing for me when I almost tripped over him,
which meant I would have landed right on top of him and maybe had to give him mouth
to mouth. A horrifying thought.
Monday 13th we headed off very early in the morning from Boulia to Alice Springs arriving
there on Monday afternoon. After settling in we received our job list from Tom Snooks for
Tuesday 14th.
Enjoying the company of Chris Jones,
Steve Hollowood, Alex Ross and his son
Alexander we set off to set up and clear
some stages.
Here, started my eyeopening education to what the COT was
about. It took a couple of days to
overcome my concern of the Road
Book, I was petrified how competitors
were going to race on these roads with
these instructions that were no way near
the quality I was used to in Queensland
road books.
After being told a
thousand times it is a Trial running on A to
B timing I finally dubbed down my
expectations. From there on, What a Hoot.
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Thursday and Friday, we turned our hands to welcoming the competitors and helping
them navigate their way through the document and merchandising desks. This was quite
an enjoyable job, and even more enjoyable meeting all the competitors.
We spent Saturday making diversions around boggy and flood damaged roads.
Removing and towing trees making passable diversions, filling in washouts and repairing
roads with a pick and shovel, making us quite exhausted at nights end. The torrential rain
and hail on Friday night
cancelled the Prologue on
Saturday afternoon with
the Todd river still in flood
and cutting an enormous
number of roads and
which was strange to see
clumps of ice floating
down the river. Sunday,
the first scheduled day of
competition
was
abandoned due to the
water damaged roads left
by the storm that pounded
Alice Springs on Friday
afternoon. This resulted in a debate between Tom and Jim, as Jim, Alex, his son and
myself spent countless hours making the stages passable. However, it was a debate we
lost.

Monday 20th Day 2 was over 5 stages totalling 186klms and transport distance of 245klms.
We ended up inheriting the recovery organiser’s job as well as fast sweep.
Ian Reddiex and Mike Mitchell finished in 5th position in the classics.
The Callinans finished in 4th position in the classics.
Tuesday 21st Day 3 was over 6 stages totalling 158klms and transport distance of 269klms.
Again, we inherited the recovery organiser’s job as well as fast sweep which stayed that
way until the end of the event.
Ian and Mike finished in 5th position in the classics.
The Callinans finished in 37th position in the classics.
Wednesday 22nd Day 4 was over 6 special stages totalling 208klms and transport of
304klms.
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Ian and Mike finished in 9th position in the classics.
The Callinans finished in 35th position in the classics.
Thursday 23rd Day 5 was over 5 special stages totalling 209klms and transport of 156klms.
Ian and Mike slipped to 28th position in the classics.
The Callinans finished in 33rd position in the classics.
Friday 24th Day 6 was over 5 special stages totalling 113klms and transport of 133klms.
Ian and Mike finished in 32nd position in the classics.
The Callinans finished 30th position in the classics.
Saturday night was the awards dinner at Lassiters plush convention room. The night had
350 people attend and were served a 2 course meal and listened to stories and tales, an
8 minute video compilation and contributed to an auction with the proceeds going to
the COTS charity partner White Ribbon.
On the 26th June, we headed home via Mt. Isa as the highway to Boulia was closed due
to heavy rain. Our overnight stay was at Cloncurry which I must say was a little different
to the quality we became used to at Lasseter’s. From there we arrived back at Barky on
the 27th June and enjoyed a baked dinner and birthday cake for my 69th birthday. We
then left Barky early in the morning of Tuesday 28th June and headed home arriving at
18:30hrs the same day. I must say a big thank you to Jim for his invitation to accompany
him which allowed me to experience a great event, great people and have a great
time.
My synopsis:
Absolutely loved the trip out and back along with the countryside and the mountains we
rallied past in the stages. Thoroughly enjoyed the experience of working on the course
for the days prior the event, and the duties of Fast Sweep and Recovery coupled with
being on the front desk to welcome the competitors as they arrived to do their docs.
Really enjoyed seeing the Todd River in flood and all the ice mounted up in mounds
around trees, posts and fences from the hail storms. What a great event and look forward
to going back next year if all the stars line up again.

Barry N.
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P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally
16 September 2017
2017 MRF Tyres Queensland Rally Championship

With the Globe Roamer Rally (QRC 3) run and won, the focus of the 2017 MRF Tyres QRC
season swings firmly onto P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally which is to be held on September 16 in
the Benarkin, Pidna and Yarraman State Forests. The event is QRC 5, the penultimate round of
the 2017 MRF Tyres Queensland Rally Championship.
Final course checks have now been done by Kent Lawrence who is a very experienced competitor
ably mentored by Shaun Dragona on Kent’s first event as Checker. The roadbook is finalised
and after some excellent work by HQ Plantations Pty Ltd, the roads are in the best condition that
we have seen in the Benarkin, Pidna and Yarraman Forests for many years. All the old stories
that Benarkin rallies are car-breakers are “dead and buried”.
To paraphrase Kent Lawrence’s comments after the course check, “this a rally where you need
to stay focussed and not relax”. The event will be a great challenge for the QRC crews with a total
of 10 stages (2 run three times and 2 run twice) to give a very testing competitive distance of
nearly 120 kms of Special Stage and a reasonably compact 180 kms of liaison. This distance
includes 2 night stages totalling 28 kms.
Novice and Clubman will be scored over a shorter distance (with no night stages) of some 92 kms
of Special Stages and 156 kms of liaison. However, while scoring for the Clubman and Novice
crews finishes at the end of Section 2 of the Rally, these crews may decide to run the full distance
(with the night stages) by paying the full entry fee (QRC entry fee).
The timetable for the event is also very comfortable with the first car starting from the School at
10.30am and finishing just after 7.00pm.
Entries are now open with the approved Supplementary Regulations published on the BSCC
website. While the event will be run in the same general forest areas, only one stage is similar to
2016. The other three stages have all been changed and are now considered to be even more
testing and enjoyable than before.
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Importantly, the 2017 P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally represents good value for money, with free
camping in the Scott Street service park for competitors and service crews. Officials can camp
on the school oval. Entry fees are the same as 2016 for QRC, Clubman and Novice entrants.
Once again, we are hosted by the Benarkin State School community who are very keen to have
us back and provide a warm welcome and good food from Friday night to Sunday breakfast.
Many of us have fond memories of the excellent range of food that was available throughout the
rally and the hearty Sunday breakfast buffet. That will occur again in 2017. Please support the
School and its P&C as the Rally has again become a part of their little community and is a major
fundraiser for them.
The School is working to provide a food outlet and place port-a-loos in the bottom end of the Scott
Street Service Park. The public (free) showers and toilets in Settlers Park are now fully functional
and will be available throughout the rally.
The P&C are looking forward to catering for us again. There will be a good selection of food, hot
drinks and soft drinks available including “Haydon Paddon” approved ham and cheese toasties.
Please support them as not only do they serve up great food but the rally is a major fundraiser for
them.
The P&C is also arranging for a band to provide entertainment before and after our presentations
at 9.00pm and no doubt the fire pits will be a roaring success (if you excuse the pun).
So, with high quality roads, great food, a warm welcome from the School community and a relaxed
and friendly venue, there are few excuses for you come along to the QRC 5 and enjoy the rally
atmosphere?

Ian Gorski
Clerk of Course
P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally
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And we need some officials to help make this event possible. You can
choose from :
-On Track Recovery team
vehicle is needed for this role)

(4WD

-Pit marshall & regroup marshall
-Track set-up Friday
-Track pull down Sunday
It’s a fun weekend with camping
available at Mulgowie and a great
dinner at the Mulgowie Pub on Saturday night.
Officials registration is now available on-line so go to the BSCC website or click the
link below.
https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/lockyer-enduro-off-road-officials-registration/
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Racing sarts Saturday morning with prologue and long course laps. Then continues
on Sunday with more long course loops.
Secure your perfect viewing spot by registering now.
We’d love to see you there!!
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Images courtesy of Craig Houston Photography
https://www.facebook.com/craighoustonphotography/?hc_ref=ARQKQG4h9Ab7zYKmKx4
7Pi524rAiXyJuSYMIUzz5MA6OIs6nRl5sd1g4-BzyjBGrN5E
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Want to know about set-up of your road, rally, off-road or drift
car?
Josh & Murray Coote will join us for an informative evening of
all things suspension.

Wednesday 31st January 2018 at 7pm.
Yes, we know it’s a long way off but Josh & Murray have a
crazy schedule over the next few months.
It will be just in time to help you with your set-up for the new
racing season!!
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It’s on again – our
Christmas Family Fun Day
at Willowbank Dirt Circuit
Stacks of fun for all
– Spit Roast Lunch
and all-day action
on the track!
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Across
1. Who was the first Australian to win a Formula One World Championship
2. Where was Peter Brock born?
4. How many consecutive times did Sebastian Loeb win the WRC?
5. What brand of car does Craig Lowndes drive?
6. Who's the President of BSCC?
7. What BSCC event won 2016 CAMS State Event of the Year?
Down
3. What is Sebastian Loeb's nationality?
8. Where is the Mount Panorama Circuit located?
9. What month was Bathurst 12 Hour held in 2016?
10. What's the name of one of the most famous 24-hour races in the world?
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We think you have a lot to
contribute
At any time throughout the year the Board can accept nominations for new
Board Members.
What does it take to be on the Board? Well it’s several hours once a month to
attend each monthly Board Meetings plus whatever additional time you feel
necessary to fulfil your role.
What is the role of a Board member? Actively contribute to the club’s strategic
direction with input on sporting aspects, member feedback and your individual
experience in motorsport (whether that be as a competitor or official).
The role of a Board member can be challenging, rewarding and is one of
responsibility ; each Board Member must also be conscious of the Club’s financial
position and work to ensure we keep the club in a stable financial position at all
times for the benefit of the members..
You don’t need to be a financial guru as there are individuals on the Board who
will present the financial information in a way
that most members understand.
A Board member should also be mindful of the
Club’s standards in relation to ethical behaviour
and promoting a culture of inclusion for all
members.
It’s important to have a good mix of people on
the Board and we also need to be mindful that
the current Board may at some stage wish to move to new roles or step down –
succession planning is important in any club and for your club to stay in a strong
position we need new people moving into Board roles. You’re welcome to talk
to current Board Members to see what it’s all about!
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Date

Event

Venue

Clerk of Course

Sept 16

P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally
Final round of 2017 MRF Tyres
QRC

Benarkin

Ian Gorski

The Benarkin district has reopened after extensive work as a new and challenging rally
venue. Building and learning from the first full event on 2016, Ian and his team are back
to provide a high-quality event over around 130km of challenging, technical roads with
a bit of everything. P3 Solutions are also lending their continuing support as is the friendly
Benarkin school community.
Sep 30 – Oct 1

German Autos Thornton Off
Road

Thornton

Barry Neuendorff

We all enjoyed the events in 2016 in glorious sunshine. Laurie and Tait are back to organise
another Off-Road event following the recent success. Come and watch these amazing
machines fly. Compact format handily located just a short drive from Laidley.
Update: Barry Neuendorff has kindly volunteered to be Clerk of Course for this event and
Rod Sams will take on the Secretarial Role (Margaret is having a well earned overseas trip
at this time).
Margot will also be arranging the catering team too.
Volunteers are now being accepted if you want to be involved in a key role.

Oct 28

KCF Rallysport Short Course
Challenge
Pace noted event, Round 3

Imbil

Paul Woodward

Watch www.bscc.asn.au for details or follow us on Facebook.
Any enquiries to BSCC at BSCC@ozemail.com or 3267 7647 Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Or contact the President, Peter Flynn on pflynnaus@gmail.com or 0423 204849.
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Last Club Night for 2017
Wednesday 4th October – Night Run by Tony Kabel
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BUNNINGS IS BACK
FOR 2017
Volunteer for these dates to help the club:
Dates to be advised

Email: bscc@ozemail.com.au

.
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
https://www.facebook.com/SRAutomotiveManumbarRally
www.facebook.com/BenarkinRally
https://www.facebook.com/cmpconsultingglastonburyrally
https://www.facebook.com/Lockyer300/

If you’re on Twitter you can search for us
@Brisporting
https://twitter.com/Brisporting
Find us and follow us for all the latest info and motorsport
tweet, tweets!
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ............................... Peter Flynn
Vice President ....................... Paul Woodward
Secretary ............................... Margot Knowles
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Club Captain ......................... Ryan Preston
Immediate Past President ... Barry Neuendorff
Board Members .................... Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Peter Flynn, Tony Kabel,
Paul Woodward, Margot Knowles, Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, John Black, David Bannister, John Coleman
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Brian Gavin
Social Media………………Adrian Clark

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: margot@salestactics.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au

If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and The Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or returned
Members to our Club.
Welcome to:
Peter Ferro – Member No: 4940
Amy Griffith – Member No: 4941
And welcome back to old member re-joining:
Jonathon Cox – Member No: 4230
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online
https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.
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SIZES
M EN
Garment Measurements
Measurement:
S M L
XL 2XL
Garment Half Chest 52 55 58 62 65

3XL
71

5XL
79

18
59

20
62

LA DI ES
Measurement:
8
Garment Half Chest 46.5

10
49

12
51.5

14
54

16
56.5

22
65

24
68

We’re sure you’ve seen lots of Club Members in these great looking shirts –
get yours now!

